Tuesday, March 2, The Loft
Just when I thought my day couldn’t possibly get
any worse, Mom handed me the mail as I walked in
the door.
Normally, I like getting mail. Because normally,
I receive fun stuff in the mail, like the latest edition
of Psychology Today, so I can see what new
psychiatric disorder I might have. Then I have
something besides whatever book we’re doing in
English class (this month: O Pioneers by Willa
Cather. Yawn) to read in the bathtub before I go to
sleep.
But what my mom gave me when I walked
through the door tonight wasn’t fun OR something
I could read in the bathtub. Because it was way too
short.
“You got a letter from Sixteen Magazine, Mia!”
Mom said, all excitedly. “It must be about the
contest!”
Except that I could tell right away there was
nothing to get excited about. I mean, that envelope

clearly contained bad news. There was so obviously
only one sheet of paper inside the envelope. If I
had won, surely they’d have enclosed a contract,
not to mention my prize money, right? When
T. J. Burke’s story about his friend Dex’s deathby-avalanche got published in Powder Magazine
in Aspen Extreme, they sent him the ACTUAL
magazine with his name emblazoned on the
front cover. That’s how he found out he’d gotten
published.
The envelope my mom handed me clearly did
not contain a copy of Sixteen Magazine with my
name emblazoned on the front cover, because it
was much too thin.
“Thanks,” I said, taking the envelope from my
mom and hoping she wouldn’t notice that I was
about to cry.
“What does it say?” Mr. Gianini wanted to
know. He was at the dining table, feeding his son
bits of hamburger, even though Rocky only has two
teeth, one on top and one on the bottom, none of
which happen to be molars.

It doesn’t seem to make any difference to
anyone in my family, however, that Rocky doesn’t
actually have the ability to chew solid food yet. He
refuses to eat baby food—he wants to eat either
what we or Fat Louie are eating--and so he eats
whatever my mom and Mr. G are having for dinner,
which is generally some meat product, and probably
explains why Rocky is in the 99th percentile in size
for his age. Despite my urgings, Mom and Mr.
G insist on feeding Rocky an unmitigated diet of
things like General Tso’s chicken and beef lasagna,
simply because he LIKES them.
As if it is not bad enough Fat Louie will only
eat Chicken and Tuna Flaked Fancy Feast. My little
brother is turning out to be a carnivore, as well.
And one day will doubtless grow up to be as tall
as Shaqille O’Neal due to all the harmful antibiotics
with which the meat industry pumps their products
before they slaughter them.
Although I fear Rocky will also have the intellect
of Tweety Bird, because despite all of the Baby
Mozart videos I have played for him, and the many,

many hours I have spent reading such classics as
Beatrix Potter’s Peter Rabbit and Dr. Seuss’s Green
Eggs and Ham aloud to him, Rocky doesn’t show
any signs of interest in anything except throwing
his pacifier very hard at the wall; stomping around
the loft (with a pair of hands—usually mine—to
hold him upright by the back of his OskKoshes…a
practice which, by the way, is starting to cause me
severe lower back pain); and shrieking “Tuck!” and
“Kee!” in as loud a voice as possible.
Surely these can only be considered signs of
severe social retardation. Or Asperger’s Syndrome.
Mom, however, assures me Rocky is developing
normally for a nearly one year old, and that I should
calm down and stop being such a baby-licker (my
own mother has now adopted the term Lilly coined
for me).
In spite of this betrayal, however, I remain
hyper-alert for signs of hydrocephalus. You can
never be too careful.
“Well, what’s it say, Mia?” my mom wanted to
know, about my letter. “I wanted to open it and

call you at your grandmother’s to give you the news,
but Frank wouldn’t let me. He said I should respect
your personal boundaries and not open your mail.”
I threw Mr. G a grateful look—hard to do while
trying not to cry--and said, “Thanks.”
“Oh, please,” my mom said, sounding disgusted.
“I gave birth to you. I nursed you for six months. I
should be able to read your mail. What’s it say?”
So with trembling fingers, I tore open the
envelope, knowing, as I did so, what I’d find inside.
No big surprise, the single sheet of typed paper said:
Sixteen Magazine
1440 Broadway
New York, NY 10018
Dear Writer:
Thank you for your submission to Sixteen
Magazine. While we have chosen not to publish
your story, we appreciate your interest in our
publication.
Sincerely,
Shonda Yost

Fiction Editor
Dear Writer! They couldn’t even be bothered to
type out my name! There was no proof at all that
anyone had even READ “No More Corn!”, let
alone given it any kind of meaningful consideration!
I guess my mom and Mr. G could tell I didn’t
like what I was seeing, since Mr. G said, “Gee, that’s
tough. But you’ll get’em next time, tiger.”
“Tuck!” was all Rocky had to say about it, as he
hurled a piece of hamburger at the wall.
And my mom went, “I’ve always thought Sixteen
Magazine was demeaning to young women, as it’s
filled with images of impossibly thin and pretty
models that can only serve to legitimize young girls’
insecurities about their own bodies. And besides,
their articles are hardly what I’d call informative.
I mean, who CARES about which kind of jeans
better fit your body type, low rise or ultra rise?
How about teaching girls something useful, like
that even if you Do It standing up, you can still get
pregnant.”
Touched by my parents’—and

brother’s--concern, I said, “It’s okay. There’s always
next year.”
Except that I doubt I’ll ever write a better story
than “No More Corn!”. It was this total one shot
deal, inspired by the touching sight of the Guy
Who Hates It When They Put Corn in His Chili
sitting in the AEHS cafeteria picking corn out of
his chili, kernel by kernel, with the saddest look I
have ever seen on a human being’s face. I will never
witness anything that moving ever again. Except
for maybe the look on Tina Hakim Baba’s face
when she found out they were canceling Joan of
Arcadia.
I don’t know who wrote whatever Sixteen considers
the winning entry, and I honestly don’t mean to
brag, but her story CAN’T be as compelling and
gripping as “No More Corn!”.
And she CAN’T possibly love writing as much as I
do.
Oh, sure, maybe she’s better at it. But is writing as
important to her as BREATHING, the way it is
to me? I sincerely doubt it. She’s probably home

right now, and her mother’s going, “Oh, Lauren,
this came in the mail for you today,” and she’s
opening her PERSONALIZED letter from Sixteen
Magazine and going through her contract and being
all, “Ho hum, another story of mine is getting
published. As if I care. All I really want is to make
the cheerleading squad and for Brian to ask me
out.”
See, I care MORE about writing that I do about
cheerleading. Or Brian.
Well, okay, not more than I care about Michael. Or
Fat Louie. But close.
So now stupid, Brian-loving Lauren is going
around, being all, “La, la, la, I just won Sixteen
Magazine’s fiction contest, I wonder what’s on TV
tonight,” and not even caring that her story is about
to be read by a million people, not to mention
the fact that she’s going to get to spend the day
shadowing a real, live editor and see what it’s like
in the busy, fast-paced world of hard-hitting teen
journalism—
Unless Lilly won.

OH MY GOD. WHAT IF LILLY
WON?????????????????????????
Oh, dear Lord in Heaven. Please don’t let Lilly
have won Sixteen Magazine’s fiction contest. I
know it’s wrong to pray for things like that, but I
am begging you, Lord, if you exist, which I’m not
sure you do because you let them cancel Joan of
Arcadia and send that mean rejection letter to me,
DO NOT LET LILLY HAVE WON SIXTEEN
MAGAZINE’S FICTION CONTEST!!!!!!!
Oh my God. Lilly’s online. She’s IMing me!
Womynrule: POG, did you hear from 16 Mag
2day?
Oh God.
FtLouie: Um. Yes. Did you?
Womynrule: Yes. I got the lamest rejection letter.
FIVE of them, to be exact. You can tell they didn’t
even READ my stuff.
Thank you, God. I believe in you now. I believe,
I believe, I believe. I will never fall asleep during

mass in the Royal Genovian Chapel again, I swear.
Even though I definitely don’t agree with you about
that whole original sin thing because that was NOT
Eve’s fault, that talking snake tricked her, and, oh,
yeah, I think women should be allowed to be priests
and priests should be allowed to get married and
have kids because, hello, they’d make way better
parents than a lot of people, such as that lady who
left her baby in the car outside the convenience
mart with the motor running while she played video
poker and someone stole her car then threw the
baby out the window (the baby was OK because
he was in a protective carseat that bounced, which
is why I made Mom and Mr. G buy that brand for
Rocky even though he screams like his skin is on
fire every time they try to stick him in it).
Still. I believe. I believe. I believe.
FtLouie: Same here. Well, I mean, I got one letter.
But mine was a rejection, too.
WomynRule: Well, don’t take it too personally,
POG. This is probably only the first of many

rejections you’ll be receiving over the years. I mean,
if you really want to be a writer. Don’t forget,
almost every Great Book that exists today was
rejected by some editor somewhere. Except maybe,
like, the Bible. Anyway, I wonder who won.
FtLouie: Probably some stupid girl named Lauren
who would rather be on the cheerleading squad or
have a guy named Brian ask her out and couldn’t
care less that she’s soon to be a published author.
WomynRule: Um…okay. Are you feeling all
right, Mia? You’re not taking this rejection thing
too seriously, are you? I mean, it’s only Sixteen
Magazine, not the New Yorker.
FtLouie: I’m fine. But I’m probably right. About
Lauren. Don’t you think?
WomynRule: Uh, yeah, sure. But listen, all of this
has given me a totally great idea.
Okay, when Lilly says she’s got a totally great
idea, it so never is. A great idea, I mean. I mean,
her last great idea was that I run for sophomore
class president, and look how that turned out. And

don’t even get me started about the time in the first
grade when she threw my Strawberry Shortcake
doll onto the roof of the Moscovitzes’ country
house outside Albany to see if squirrels would be
attracted to her very berry scent and gnaw on her
vinyl face.
WomynRule: Are you still there?
FtLouie: I’m here. What’s your idea? And no,
you are not throwing Rocky onto any rooftops, no
matter how interested you are in what the squirrels
might do to him.
WomynRule: What are you talking about? Why
would I throw Rocky onto a roof? My idea is that
we start our OWN magazine.
FtLouie: What?
WomynRule: I’m serious. We start our own
magazine. Not a stupid one about French kissing
and Hayden Christensen’s abs, like Sixteen
Magazine, but a literary magazine, like Salon.com.
Only not online. And for teens. This will kill two
birds with one stone. One, we can get published.

And two, we can sell copies, and make back the five
grand we need to rent Alice Tully Hall and keep
Amber Cheeseman from killing us.
FtLouie: But, Lilly. To start our own magazine,
we need money. You know.
To pay for printing
and stuff. And we don’t have any money. That is
the problem. Remember?
God. I may only be getting a C minus in
Economics, but even I know to start a business,
you need some capital. I mean, I’ve seen The
Apprentice, for God’s sake.
Also, I sort of like seeing Hayden Christensen’s
abs in Sixteen every month. I mean, it makes my
subscription worth it.
WomynRule: Not if we get Ms. Martinez to be our
advisor and she lets us use the school photocopier.
Ms. M! I couldn’t believe Lilly would bring up
the M word with me. Ms. Martinez, my Honors
English teacher, and I do NOT see eye-to-eye

where my writing career is concerned. I mean, she’s
loosened up a little since the whole incident at the
beginning of the school year where she gave me a
B.
But not by much.
I know, for instance, that Ms. M would NOT see
“No More Corn!” for the compelling psychological
character and moving social commentary study it is.
She would probably call it melodramatic and filled
with cliches.
Which is why I wasn’t planning on showing it to
her until Sixteen published it. Except I guess that’s
never going to happen now.
FtLouie: Lilly, I don’t want to burst your bubble,
but I highly doubt we’re going to be able to raise
five grand from selling a teen literary magazine. I
mean, our peers barely have time to read required
stuff like O Pioneers, let alone copies of some
student-written collection of short stories and
poems. I think we need some more feasible way
to generate cash than depending on sales of a

magazine we haven’t even written yet.
WomynRule:		 What do you suggest then?
Candle selling?
AAAAAAHHHHHHH! Because you know in
addition to the strawberry-shaped candle, there are
ones shaped like bananas and pineapples. Also,
birds. STATE birds. Like, for Indiana, there is
a candle cardinal, the cardinal being the Hoosier
state’s bird.
Worse—and I hesitate to write this—there is an
actual replica of Noah’s ark, with two of all the
animals (even unicorns). In CANDLE form.
Even I could not make up something that
revolting.
FtLouie: Of course not. I just think we need to
put a little more thought into the matter before we
rush into-SkinnerBx: Hey, Thermopolis. How’s it going?
MICHAEL!!!! MICHAEL IS IMing ME!!!!!!!

FtLouie: Sorry, Lilly, gotta go.
WomynRule: Why? Is my brother IMing you?
FtLouie: Yeah….
WomynRule: Oh. I know what HE wants.
FtLouie: Lilly, I TOLD you, we’re WAITING to
have sex—
WomynRule:That’s not what I meant, you tool. I
meant—Oh, never mind. Just e me after you’ve
talked to him. I’m serious about this magazine
thing, POG. It’s the only way you’re going to be
able to see your name in print—besides on Us
Weekly’s—Celebrities: They’re Just Like Us! pages.
FtLouie: Wait—you know why Michael’s IMing
me? How do you know? What’s going on? Tell
me, Lilly-WomynRule: Terminated
SkinnerBx: Mia? You there?
FtLouie: Michael! Yes, I’m here. I’m sorry. I’m
just having the worst day. My government is out of
money and Sixteen rejected “No More Corn!”!!!!!!
SkinnerBx: Wait—the government of Genovia is

out of money? I didn’t see anything about that on
Netscape. How did THAT happen?
This is why my boyfriend is so wonderful.
Even when he doesn’t understand a single thing
that is going on in my life, he’s still, you know, way
concerned for me.
FtLouie: I meant the student government. We’re
in the red for five grand. And Sixteen rejected me.
Skinnerbx: Sixteen rejected “No More Corn!”?
How could they? That story rocks!
You see? You see why I love him?
FtLouie: Thanks. But I guess it didn’t rock enough
for them to publish it.
Skinnerbx: Then they’re fools. And what’s this
about being five grand in the red?
Briefly, I explained to Michael about the noreturn recycling bins and the fact that I am going to

be drawn and quartered by Amber Cheeseman as
soon as she hears about her commencement taking
place in Hell’s Kitchen instead of Lincoln Center.
SkinnerBx: Come on. It can’t be that bad. You
have plenty of time to raise the cash.
Normally my boyfriend is the most astute of men.
That is why he goes to an Ivy
League university where he takes a course load that
would prove a mental challenge even to Stephen
Hawking, that genius in the wheelchair who figured
out about mini black holes--as well as how to get
his nurse to fall in love with him--let alone your
average college student.
But sometimes….
Well, sometimes, he just doesn’t GET it.
FtLouie: Have you ever seen Amber Cheeseman,
Michael? She may have a 4.0 and sound like a
chipmunk when she talks, but she can throw a twohundred pound man over her shoulder in a split

second, and her forearms are as big as Koko the
Gorilla’s.
SkinnerBx: Hey, I know. You could try selling
candles. We did that to raise money for the
Computer Club one year!
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!! NOT
YOU, TOO, MICHAEL!!!!!!!!!!
SkinnerBx: They have these candles shaped like
strawberries. Everybody in my mom and dad’s
therapy groups bought one. They smell like real
strawberries.
AAAARRRRRGGGGGGHHHHHH!
FtLouie: Great! Thanks for the tip!
Change the subject. NOW.
FtLouie: So how was YOUR day?
SkinnerBx: Not bad. We watched THX 1138 in

class and discussed its influence on later dystopic
films from the same era, such as Logan’s Run, in
which, like THX, a young man attempts to flee
the stifling confines of the only world he knows.
Which reminds me,
what are you doing this weekend?
Oooh, fun! A date! Just what I need to cheer
myself up.
FtLouie:		 Going out with you.
SkinnerBx: That’s what I was hoping you’d say.
Only how about staying in instead of going out?
My mom and dad are going out of town for a
conference, and Maya’s got to have her feet scraped,
so they asked me if I could come home for the
weekend to stay with Lilly—you know, on account
of what happened last time they left her alone.
Did I ever. Because the last time the Drs.
Moscovitz let Lilly out of their sight, when they
went to their country house in Albany for the

weekend and allowed Lilly to stay in the apartment
alone because she had a report due on Alexander
Hamilton and needed Internet access, of which
there is none at their country house, and Michael
had finals, and the Moscovitzes’ housekeeper,
Maya, had to go back to the Dominican Republic
to bail her nephew out of jail again, so neither of
them could stay with her, Lilly invited her foot
fetishist stalker Norman over, to interview him for
a segment she was doing on Lilly Tells It Like It Is
titled, Why Are Only Weirdos Attracted to Me?
Well, Norman took umbrage at being called a
weirdo, even though that’s what he is. He insisted
that a healthy appreciation for the foot is actually
extremely sane. Then when Lilly was busy getting
them Cokes in the kitchen, he snuck into her
mom’s room and stole her favorite pair of Manolo
Blahniks!
But Lilly saw the stiletto heel sticking out of
Norman’s anorak’s pocket and made him give it
back. Norman was so mad about the whole thing
that now he’s started his own website, I Hate Lilly

Moscovitz, that has message boards and stuff that
all the people who hate Lilly and her show can
come and post things on (and it turns out there
are a surprising number of people who hate Lilly
and her TV show. Plus there are some people who
don’t even know who Lilly is but they joined just
because they hate everything).
I have to say, after all that, I’m kind of surprised
the Drs. Moscovitz would leave her without
parental supervision, even with Michael there.
FtLouie: Fun! I’ll totally come over! What are we
going to do? Watch a movie marathon?
Only, please, not a screening of one of the hideous
movies he has to watch for that
sci-fi film class he’s taking. He’s already forced me
to see Brazil, one of the most
depressing movies of all time. Can Blade Runner,
another giant bummer of a movie,
be far behind?

FtLouie: Oooh, how about we watch the high
school seasons of Buffy on DVD? I just love the
prom episode, when she gets the twinkly parasol….
SkinnerBx: Actually, I was kind of thinking of
having a party.
Wait. A what? Did he say…PARTY?
FtLouie: A party?
SkinnerBx: Yeah. You know. A party. An
occasion on which people assemble for social
interaction and entertainment? We can’t really have
parties here in the dorm because no one’s room
is big enough to fit more than, like, eight people.
But three times that many can fit in my parents’
apartment. So I figured, why not?
Why not? WHY NOT? Because we are not party
people, Michael. We are
stay-at-home-and-watch-videos people. Doesn’t he
remember what happened last time we had a party?
Or, more accurately, the last time I had a party?

And I could tell he wasn’t talking about Cheetos
and Seven Minutes in Heaven, either. He was
talking about a COLLEGE party. Everyone knows
what happens at COLLEGE parties. I mean, I
have seen Animal House (because it, along with
Caddyshack, is one of Mr. G’s favorite movies of
all time, and every time it’s on he HAS to watch it,
even if it’s on one of those channels where they cut
all the dirty parts out, which leaves it with practically
no plot).
FtLouie: I am not, under any circumstances,
wearing a toga.
SkinnerBx: Not that kind of party, you goof. Just
a normal one, you know, with music and food. Next
week’s midterms, and everybody needs to blow off
a little steam beforehand. And Doo Pak has never
been invited to a real American party before, you
know.
When I heard this startling fact about Michael’s
roommate, my hard, party-hating heart melted a

little. Never been invited to a real American party
before! That was just shocking! Of COURSE we
had to have a party, if only to show Doo Pak what
real American hospitality is like. Maybe I could
make a vegetarian dip.
SkinnerBx: And remember Paul? Well, he’s back
in the city, and so are Felix and Trevor, so they’re
going to come over.
My heart stopped melting. It’s not that I don’t like
Paul, Felix, and Trevor, all
members of Michael’s now defunct band. It’s
just that I happen to know that, while Paul, the
key boardist, is back from Bennington, where he
goes to school, because of Spring Break, Felix, the
drummer, just got out of rehab (not that there’s
anything wrong with that, really, I’m glad he got
help, but, um, hello, rehab at eighteen? Scary). And
Trevor, the guitar-player, is back because he got
kicked out of UCLA for something so scandalous,
he won’t even tell people what it was.

These are just not the kind of friends who,
in my opinion, you want to come over when
your parents aren’t home. Because they might
“accidentally” light the place on fire. That’s all I’m
saying.
SkinnerBx:		 And I thought I’d invite a bunch
of other people from the dorm.
A bunch of other people from the dorm?
My heart stopped melting even more. Because I
know what that means: Girls.
Because there are girls in Michael’s dorm. I have
seen them in the hallways when
I’ve gone to visit him there. They wear a lot of
black clothing, including berets—BERETS!-and quote lines from The Vagina Monologues
and never read Us Weekly, even when they’re in a
doctor’s office. I know because I once mentioned
seeing Jessica Simpson without her makeup on in
this one issue and they all just looked at me blankly.
They’re just like those girls from Legally Blonde

who were very mean to Elle when she got to law
school because they thought just because she’s
blond and likes clothes, she must be stupid.
I myself have encountered this kind of prejudice
from these girls, since, being blond and a princess,
they just automatically assume I must be stupid. I
so know what poor Princess Diana must have dealt
with every single day.
I do not think I could handle being at a party with
girls like this. Because girls like this know how to
act at parties. They know how to smoke and drink
beer.
I hate smoking. And beer smells just like that skunk
that Papaw hit with the station wagon that time we
were coming home from the Indiana state fair.
What is Michael thinking? I mean, a party. This is
so not him.
Then again, college is a time for self-exploration
and finding out who you really are and what you
want to do with your life.
Oh my God! What if he’s into partying now????
Partying is a very large part of

the college experience. At least, according to all
those movies on the Lifetime Channel in which
either Kelly Martin or Tiffani Amber Thiessen star
as co-eds campaigning to shut down the fraternity
house at which their friend or roommate was dateraped and/or choked to death on her own vomit.
Which isn’t the kind of party Michael’s talking
about. Right?
Wait. Michael’s parents wouldn’t LET him have
a party like that. Even if he wanted to. Which
I’m sure he doesn’t. Because Michael can’t stand
fraternities, since he says he can’t help but feel
suspicious of any heterosexual male who would pay
to belong to a club which females are not permitted
to join.
Speaking of the Drs. Moscovitz:
FtLouie:		 Michael, do your parents know about
this? This party, I mean?
SkinnerBx: Of course. What do you think, I’d
do this without asking them? The doormen would
completely rat me out, you know.

Oh. Right. The doormen. The doormen in
the Moscovitzes building know all and see all. Like
Yoda.
And they babble about it like C3PO.
Still. The Drs. Moscovitz are okay with this?
Michael having a college party in their apartment
when they aren’t home…with Lilly there?
It’s just so unlike them.
Wow. I totally can’t believe this. Having a party
with no parents around…that is a really big step.
It’s like…grown up.
SkinnerBx: So you’ll come, right? The guys were
trying to tell me there was no way you’d want to.
On account of the whole princess thing.
FtLouie: The princess thing? What did they mean
by that?
SkinnerBx: Just, you know. I mean, it’s not like
you’re much of a party girl.
Not much of a party girl? What does that even
mean? Of course I’m not a party
girl. I mean, Michael is not exactly a party guy--

At least, he didn’t used to be. Before he went to
college.
Oh, God. Maybe it would behoove me to indicate
that I am not adverse to
partying. Just the date-rape and vomit part.
FtLouie: I am TOO a party girl. I mean, given the
right circumstances. I mean, I like to party just as
much as the next girl.
I do, too. This isn’t even a lie. I’ve partied. Maybe
not in recent memory. But
I’m sure I’ve partied. Like at my birthday party just
last year.
And okay, it ended in disaster when my best friend
got caught making out with a busboy in the closet.
But technically, it was still a party. Which makes me
a party girl.
And okay, maybe not a party girl like Paris Hilton
is a party girl. I mean, I like Red Bull and all. Well,
not really, since I drank one can from my dad’s
mini-bar in his suite at the Plaza and it made me
stay up until four in the morning dancing to the

disco channel on digital cable.
But you know. Who wants to be like Paris
anyway? She can’t even keep track of her dog’s
whereabouts half the time. I mean, you have to
find a BALANCE with the party thing. You can’t
party ALL the time. Or you might forget where
you left your chihuahua. Or someone might release
an embarrassing video of you, um, partying.
Limit the amount of partying—and Red Bull--and
you limit the amounts of embarrassing videos.
That’s all I’m saying.
SkinnerBx: That’s exactly what I said. Great! So
I’ll talk to you later. Love you. ‘Night!
SkinnerBx: Terminated
Oh, God. What have I gotten myself into?
(Genovian Royal Crest)
From the desk of
Her Royal Highness
Princess Amelia Mignonette Grimaldi Renaldo
Thermopolis

Dear Dr. Carl Jung,
I realize that you are still dead. However, things
have suddenly gotten significantly worse, and I’m
now convinced I will NEVER transcend my ego
and achieve self-actualization.
First I find out I’ve bankrupt the student
government and will shortly be killed by the small
but extremely strong senior class valedictorian.
Then my short story gets rejected by Sixteen
Magazine.
And now my boyfriend thinks I’m going to a party
he’s having in his parents’ apartment while they are
away.
I can’t really blame him for thinking this, because I
sort of said I would go.
But I said I’d go because if I said no, I’ll seem like a
killjoy and non-party princess.
Of course, there’s no way I would even be
considering going if I didn’t happen to remember
that March is not a month where Michael is allowed
to broach the subject of S-E-X to me, since last
month was his allotted time to bring it up. So it’s

not like there can be any of THAT on his mind.
You know, like during the party.
Still. I will have to socialize with people I don’t
know. Which I realize I do all the time in my
capacity as Princess of Genovia.
But socializing with college students is quite
different from socializing with other royals and
dignitaries. I mean, other royals and dignitaries
don’t tell you all accusingly that your limo is a
significant contributor to the destruction of the
ozone layer, as oversized cars, such as SUVs and,
yes, royal limos, cause 43 percent more globalwarming pollution and 47 percent more air
pollution than an average car, the way a girl in front
of Michael’s dorm pointed out to me last week
when I pulled up to visit him.
Could things possibly GET any worse?
I REALLY need to self-actualize. Like, right NOW.
PLEASE SEND HELP.
					Your Friend,
					Mia Thermopolis

